
TUA TRE’ND, A NEW GENERATION OF INNOVATIVE 

ELECTROSTIMULATION EXERCISE THAT KEEPS 

THE BODY IN SHAPE AND LOOKING BEAUTIFUL

Tua Tre’nd offers consumers, a highly effective electrostimulation workout. 
 
Enhance beauty and experience facelift type of results, or… slim abdominals, 
lift and tone the chest and the buttocks.  The clever little Tua Tre’nd can help relax 
the neck, it can build muscle mass and add strength to biceps and leg muscles.
 
Without inducing pain, the ingenious Tua Tre’nd electrostimulation produces 
visible results.  Hold the center button, and the icons on the backlit display guide its 
click-wheel operation.  Complete with charger and batteries, just click to start exercising.

Three models are available:

Face - its patented pivot-based Face Wand makes perfect contact on every contour.

Body - efficiently isolates muscles groups with practical adhesive gel-pads.

Face&Body - offers the exercises and benefits of both the face and body units.



TUA TRE’ND Face restores and maintains the radiant beauty from 

younger years.  Its electrostimulation exercise is specifically developed 

for the delicate face and neck areas.  

Properly toned muscles “hold” lips in their shapely fullness, and expression 

lines and wrinkles recede as jowls, brow and cheeks are lifted.    Eyes look 

larger and refreshed with a tighter eye contour and raised eyebrows, and 

from the reduction of (fluid-induced) under-eye puffiness.  The Tua Tre’nd 

exercises can firm the chin, jaw and neck muscles and significantly lessen 

a dreadful double chin.

TUA TRE’ND Face utilizes 5 programs, each with a distinctive form and 

pattern of gentle sine wave that exercises the facial muscles.   The stimulation 

reaches cells beneath the skin’s surface and the benefits naturally plump and 

nourish (thin, tired-looking) skin.   Simply click to the placement icon and 

adjust the intensity.

TUA TRE’ND Face

5 precisely designed 

and timed programs 

exercise the facial 

muscles. 

Click-navigation with 

icons on a backlit 

display.

Lift/tighten muscles
on cheekbone
area and along the area 
bordering the ear.

Sculpt lower cheek;
reduce stretching from 
drop of Bichat fat; tone from 
corner of mouth to jaw.

Temporal region
and forehead: lift brow area 
and relax expression lines.

Tone muscles along 
chin/jaw (mandibular) and 
neck.  Hold shape of lips 
and allow natural fullness.

Tighten eye (orbicular)
contour and reduces 
under-eye (fluid-caused)  
puffiness.

TUA TRE’ND Body offers a complete electrostimulation workout 

to accurately perform fitness objectives on the body.   Use with 

physical exercise to slim and optimally tone abdominals, or on its 

own to relax the neck, or to lift/firm/smooth breasts (or pectorals) 

and buttocks, and to strengthen and build biceps and leg muscles.

Ideal for application on all body zones, Tua Tre’nd Body has 2 

independent outputs through 4 adhesive-gel electrodes.  The 

outputs generate a rectangular-shaped biphasic symmetric current, 

and the intensity is click-controlled in precise 1 mA intervals.  

The 6 upper and 6 lower body programs are comprised of 

independent parameters for each objective.   Click to the Tua Tre’nd 

exercise program and set the intensity.

For slimming, toning, fighting localized cellulite, building and 

strengthening muscles, or relaxing stiff muscles.

The lipolytic action 
reduces flaws for 
natural even skin tone.

Builds muscle mass; helps restore 
substance and volume.

Expressly developed to ease tense muscles 
along neck (cervical), shoulders and muscles 
along upper spine (trapezium).

Sinusoidal Current and 

Patented Face Wand

Tones, lifts and rejuvenates 

face and neck muscles

TUA TRE’ND Face & Body provides a full complement of body fitness, including the remarkable 

electrostimulation facelift treatment.

Addressing the delicate facial muscle tissues, Tua Tre’nd Face & Body delivers the finely tuned sinusoidal 

current to minimize wrinkles while it lifts, tones and rejuvenates the skin and smaller muscles of the face 

and neck. 

For the body, electrostimulation exercise means no impact on the joints.   The symmetrical biphasic 

rectangular current is customized for twelve individually programmed fitness objectives.  

As with the individual units, each exercise is programmed with varying parameters, for example:  

stimulation frequency, pulse width, pause length and contraction time.

Sinusoidal current 

Lift, tone, sculpt and 

rejuvenate face and 

neck muscles.

Symmetrical Biphasic  

Rectangular Current

Slim, tone, build and strengthen 

body area, or relax neck.

5 programs lift and tone the face and neck; 12 programs accurately exercise any area of the body.

For facelift treatments,

TUA TRE’ND Face&Body

features its patented electrodes

with pivoting bases that adjust to 

every facial contour.

For deep body exercise,

TUA TRE’ND Face&Body

features 2 independent outputs to 4 

adhesive-gel electrodes, perfect for 

application on body areas.

Symmetrical Biphasic  

Rectangular Current

Slim, tone, smooth, add

mass, strength or relax.


